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PART 1: OVERVIEW
BACKGROUND
Take on the Gods in an eternal war.
In Tartarus, you will become one of the mighty Gods and deploy strategies and tactics, using
your allies and armies to defeat your powerful foe and win the war.

Tartarus is a two-player collectible card game inspired by the fictional card game, Gwent.

THEME & SETTING
Tartarus is Fantasy / Mythology themed. It exists within the Epic Fantasy genre, as its
environment has its own rules and physical laws and the plot and themes have a grand scale
(MasterClass, 2019).
The themes and scenarios within Tartarus exist within a fictional world of the same name, where
a struggle between good and evil forces are ever-present. The thematic narrative also
incorporates "how the game world or characters came into existence" and is "based on
narratives of ancient civilisations of the world" (being Greek Mythology). Therefore Tartarus is
both a fantasy and mythology game (BoardGameGeek n.d.).
Essentially, Tartarus combines fantasy and Greek Mythology themes to recreate the
excitement of Gwent within a non-medieval frame. Hence, Tartarus has a setting of ancient
Greece, during the gruelling aftermath of the 'Titanomachy' where Zeus defeated the mighty
Titan, Kronos.

GENRE & AUDIENCE
Following Moore (2020) 's explanation of game genres, Tartarus would be classified as a
Collectible Card Game, as it features two players in opposition, each with a deck of cards.
In my pitch, I identified three audiences for my game.

However, my target audience would be 8-17-year-old Australian males and females who enjoy
iconic fantasy films such as Lord of the Rings and partake in some form of fantasy RPG gaming
(such as Dungeons and Dragons, or Skyrim). The reason for this is because the age demographic
is profitable (Figure 1), and Tartarus appeals to the themes present in fantasy films and the
competitiveness of gamers. Despite popular belief, the fantasy genre is not dominated by one
gender when it comes to fans, so it is essential to appeal to potential female players and include
them in the experience. Because of the current economic climate due to the COVID-19 Pandemic,
focusing on local consumers would be wise.

FIGURE 1 SOURCE: EUROMONITOR (2019)

GAME NARRATIVE
See: Appendix 3 for the full game narrative.
The game narrative, derived from the Greek Myth of the Titanomachy, depicts Zeus when he
prevailed over Kronos and the Titans. I admired the idea of Tartarus (an eternal hell), where
extra devious humans were banished, as I was familiar with the myth of Sisyphus. So, I combined
these ideas to create the fantasy story of an Ancient Greek world dealing with the aftermath
of the Titanomachy and ever-quarrelling brother-Gods.
In terms of research, I found a YouTube channel, which had a series about Greek Mythology
and used this information to construct the characters for the cards as well as various other
sources. For now, I have linked to this channel where my 'Background Narrative' video would go
in the 'application'. I paid attention to which Gods were allies and which Gods had animosity
between them. These Greek Myths then influenced the narrative, because the 'neutral'
Olympians appear on all of the decks, but others only appear in the decks of their allies. For
example, there is a Medusa card in the Poseidon deck and a Perseus card in the Zeus deck. If
Perseus is in play while Medusa is on the game board, Medusa is destroyed (as per the myth
where Perseus defeats Medusa).

FIGURE 2 'TITANOMACHY' BY ALEX CHARLEUX: HTTPS://WWW.ARTSTATION.COM/ARTWORK/LBGQR

COMPARABLE PRODUCTS
Title

Tartarus (2020)

Magic: The
Gathering
(1993)

Yu-Gi-Oh!
Trading Card
Game (1996)

Pokemon
Trading Card
Game (1996)

Theme
Fantasy
Mythology

Fantasy

Fantasy
Movie/TV

Fantasy
Video Game

Genre

CCG

CCG

CCG

CCG

Mechanics
Deck
Construction
Hand
Management
Take That
Deck
Destruction
Hand
Management
Interrupts
Take That
Hand
Management
Set Collection
Variable
Player Powers

Card Drafting
Variable
Player Powers

Publisher + Price

$39.95*
Wizards of the
Coast
$45.99
Konami Digital
Entertainment
B.V., Upper Deck
Entertainment
$39.95
Copag Cards
Devir
Nintendo Co., Ltd.
The Pokémon
Company
International
Wizards of the
Coast
$9.92
CD Projekt RED

Gwent (2016)

World of
Mythology
(2015)

Fantasy
Video Game

Mythology

Myth: Pantheons Strategy
(2010)
Mythology

CCG

Hand
Management

Card Game

Card Drafting
Trick-taking
Variable
Player Powers

Card Game

Hand
Management
Trick-taking
Variable
Player Powers

$N/A – included
as part of
Witcher 3: The
Wild Hunt.
Self-published,
Jumperound
creative lab
$ N.A. – still a
Kickstarter
project.
Alderac
Entertainment
Group
$32.92

*The cost of producing 1 Tartarus game at mass production rates was calculated using The
Game Crafter's Game Cost Estimator ($18.30/game). Then, using the cost-plus method, the costs
of distribution and promotion were considered, as well as median Price of comparable games.
Therefore, Tartarus would be $39.95.

PART 2: RULES
KEY MECHANICS
"Games are not just their components: dice, cardboard, plastic paper, ink rules or their players
- but the relations between them" (Moore 2020). As such, Tartarus is a collection of game
mechanics and core experience elements which combine to complement the game narrative and
provide an overall positive game experience.
Caillois determined that card games combine elements of agon (where competition and skill
determine the success of a player) and alea (where chance and randomness influences play)
with mimesis (where cards refer to imaginary beings the player controls in a fictional world)
(1961, pp. 27-71). And, Caillois believes that paidia and alea elements "cannot coexist".
Therefore, Tartarus is high Ludus, as there are strict rules and the features above are deployed
through the game mechanics. (Caillois 1961, pp. 27-71). Tartarus can also be loosely defined
using Woods' concept of a Game of Displacement where players reach victory by capturing
their opposition's leader card (a mechanic very similar to obtaining the King in Chess) (2012,
p.17).
The core game mechanics of Tartarus are as follows.

Turns

One action per term unless a special power grant
otherwise.

Actions

Draw one card from their hand and play it.

Cards

Randomised and have different uses (see: Appendix
2) to add elements of chance.
Board divided into spaces to make Hand
Management more difficult, therefore balance the
odds between players.

Movement
If a player loses a round, their Leader Card moves
closer towards enemy lines, exposing their army and
risking defeat.

Hand
Management

"Gaining the most value out of available cards under
given circumstances. Cards often have multiple uses in
the game, further obfuscating an "optimal"
sequence." (BoardGameGeek n.d.)

Take That

"Maneuvers that directly attack an opposing player's
strength, level, life points, or do something else to
impede their progress." (BoardGameGeek n.d.)

Deck
Construction

Players select cards to be included in their gamedeck before the game, from a selection of cards
acquired through the base deck and any booster
decks. Their playing hand consists of a scratch and
re-draw of 2 cards before gameplay commences.

RULES & GAMEPLAY INSTRUCTIONS
Follow this link to access the Print and Play page, which includes the Game Handbook, which
outlines the rules and gameplay instruction. Alternatively, I have included this information in
Appendix 1 and 2. The core game loop of draw a card, play a card, number score
increases/decreases becomes evident through the actions taken in each player's turn.
Throughout the in-class gaming experience, it became clear that most people preferred to learn
by doing or being instructed orally. So, one key difference to traditional tabletop games is that
I wanted my rules to be heard or watched, rather than read. On the Print and play page, I
have included the audio-guides that complement the rule book. These guides would exist on a
companion mobile application for the game. What does not appear on this page is a YouTube
video tutorial, where new players could virtually 'verse' a more experienced player to get a
feel for the game. This tutorial-style is a common element of many video games (such as The
Witcher 3 training at Kher Morgan) where players learn by experiencing core mechanics,
without consequences.

PLAYER EXPERIENCE
Jeff Tidball's Three-Act Structure for gameplay (2017), is an excellent method of explaining
the player experience in Tartarus.

Act 1

•
•
•
•
•

Act 2

•
•

•

Act 3

•

•
•
•

•

Players listen to the audio guide or read the game
handbook.
The exposition is established by hearing the story of
Tartarus and explaining the four factions.
The players are called to battle each other and win the
war.
Optional: video playthrough.
Ends when the rules are understood, and players have
chosen their strategies, which they develop throughout
round 1.

Occurs between rounds 1-3 where players go head to
head in an epic card battle.
This stage is filled with card duels, where players have
to manage their hand. They are tempted to use their
good cards to win the round or undercut their opposition
– but is it worth it for their overall game?
Tidball says: "In good games, the players will directly
oppose each other in their second act struggles", which is
what occurs during this act.

Occurs either during round 2 or 3, depending on who
wins the previous rounds:
o The winner of round 1 has the upper hand in
round 2. If there is an even split going into
round 3, the end occurs during this round.
Act 3 is the most intense time for players.
At this stage, one player achieves an upper hand (they
might have: more cards left, more round wins, or the
better luck of the draw).
But, Tidball explains: "the front runner's victory must not
be inevitable". So, the beauty of Tartarus is that the
randomised nature of the decks and the deployment of
different strategies means that either player could win
from any position.
The re-drawing of cards at the beginning further limits
player's resources, which they have to spread over three
rounds, thus helping to achieve the critical emotional
alarm when one player finally wins, and the other faces
their eternal doom in Tartarus.

PART 3: DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
PROTOTYPING
Tartarus includes the following materials:
•
•
•
•

1 x base deck with 38 cards
1 x game board
1 x game handbook and scorebook
1 x *theoretical* companion application access

The design inspiration for the
cards was Runescape meets Elder
Scrolls meets fantasy CCG. I
wanted to take the organic
textures from Runescape and
Elderscrolls and combine them
with fantasy illustrations. I utilised
a 'Greek'-style font to further
encapsulate the game narrative.
Each deck bears the symbol of
their leader on the back. This
symbol aligns with a sacred object tied to each leader in Greek Mythology (Zeus – lightning,
Hades – the helmet of invisibility, Poseidon – Trident, Echidna – snakes). The card design is also
functional. I used symbols to display the different powers that cards hold (see: Appendix 2).
You can view my full Zeus and Hades decks on the Print and Play page.

However, the original prototype of Tartarus was more simplistic. I started with cut up pieces of
paper to test the game mechanics and game experience. From here, I implemented changes
(outlined in Playtesting and Iteration) and eventually produced my final, physical prototypes.

My original concept for Tartarus was to have it be both a physical and a digital card game.
So, after I completed my physical decks, I was able to test animations on the cards using
augmented reality. Here is a video of the process and outcome.

As explained in my Beta Pitch, I iterated this idea due to logistical issues discovered through
playtesting:

PLAYTESTING
Overall, Tartarus was playtested five times, as outlined in the table below:

Player(s)

Feedback

Myself, Janai

•
•
•

Myself, Jett

•
•

Mara

•
•
•

Mauricio

•
•

Josh

•
•
•
•

There are not enough Soldier cards and too many Power-Ups.
Some of the card abilities are too powerful.
Janai loved the game for its competitiveness even though "she hates
fantasy".
The Tartarus Power is too powerful
Jett loved the strategy element of the game. He enjoyed beating me at
my own game.
The rules are simple and easy to follow.
Story elements are incorporated well but need refining.
The factions remind her of Magic the Gathering, but it is unclear how the
cards are themed for each God. Consider allowing players to build
decks to determine their play style.
Consider putting a quick version of the rules first in the Handbook.
Identified some thematic issues with the powers, I matched to certain
Gods.
I need to clarify what the rows are for in the game board.
The instant-win of Tartarus is too powerful.
Remove the strategies page from the Handbook and let players
develop their own.
Tartarus instant-win power is too mighty.

ITERATION

Card Deck

Card Powers

Game Handbook

Companion Application

Based on playtesting feedback, I added more
Soldier Cards to the base deck to compensate for
the number of Special Cards and further balance
the odds between players.
On the advice of Josh and Mauricio, and from
experience in my playtest with Jett, I changed the
power of the Tartarus Cards as an instant win is
too powerful and hinders the game experience
by cutting off the Third Act, thus stopping players
from reaching the critical emotional alarm. I
iterated a new idea on the class Google
Document with Mauricio (below).
Mauricio also suggested I take another look at the
powers I had afforded to certain Gods, so I did
more research and refined the abilities for
Achilles and Hercules.
Upon Mara and Josh's advice, I refined my game
handbook. Firstly, I removed the strategy section. I
then re-wrote the narrative and recorded an
audio handbook to make the First Act of play
more enjoyable for players. I like the idea of
putting the rules first, so I am going to be
adjusting the Handbook accordingly and setting
'How to win' first.
As Rogerson et al. suggest, I "aim[ed] to improve
or extend the non-digital interface" through my
companion app (2016, p. 3963). And, as
"digitisation is a process of interpretation rather
than translation" (Rogerson et al. 2016, p. 3965),
I re-thought the logistics of the app by considering
the Magic Circle of the game (see above quote
from Beta Pitch).

FIGURE 3. ITERATION WITH MAURICIO ON THE CLASS GOOGLE DOCUMENT

PART 4: FUTURE DIRECTION
POTENTIAL MARKETING
To market Tartarus, I would create a Kickstarter for the game, as this is an effective way of
generating funding in the early stages of development. Furthermore, a social media presence
would be created for the game. Including player testimonials, entertainment content paid
adverts and user-generated content. Notable influencers in the gaming community such as
TheJWittz would post playthrough videos on their channels and give feedback to their audience,
thus, generating word of mouth marketing. Finally, I would attend local card tournaments such
as GameTrader's Magic the Gathering weekly tournament and network as well as offering free
samples of the game the contestants.

FIGURE 4 MOCKUP KICKSTARTER PAGE FOR TARTARUS

PUBLISHING
I would publish Tartarus through Cravon Studios. The reason for this is that larger publishers such
as Hasbro and Mattel would require me to use an agent to present a submission to them. Selfpublishing was also not an option as I would not have the financial ability to produce this product
on my own, and do not have existing connections with a distribution network. I did consider Good
Games Publishing, but they already carry a very similar card game: Monstrous. Furthermore,
the narrative, mechanics and game experience of Tartarus closely align with Cravon Studio's
Principles of Game Design (below) and operate within Australia, therefore, have access to
distribution channels that reach my target market.

FIGURE 5 CRAVON STUDIOS BOARD GAME DESIGN PRINCIPLES

FINAL THOUGHTS
Carusi explains that "material processes" such as tabletop games have "deep effect on more
abstract philosophical practices" (2009, p. 10). Thus, the philosophy engine of Tartarus
communicates ancient stories to players, which they learn by enacting the narrative through
gameplay. The core logical considerations are strategies and tactics, helping to improve logical
reasoning and problem-solving skills in a fun and competitive environment.
I would love to sell the intellectual property of Tartarus to a game developer and see my
prototype come to fruition. However, I would further improve the game narrative and card
design to enhance the gaming experience before doing so.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: GAME RULES
1. TO WIN:
a. A player must win two rounds. The first player to two round wins the game.
2. Each player has a deck, which consists of the base deck of any one faction (Zeus,
Poseidon, Hades, or Echidna) plus any expansion cards from the same faction. The player
can play with a maximum of 1 leader card, five special cards, ten power-up cards,
twenty number cards and three Tartarus cards.
3. There are three rounds of play in the game.
4. To begin the game:
a. Each player shuffles their deck and then draws ten cards at random from the top
of the pile.
b. Before play starts, players discard two cards to the bottom of the graveyard
pile (placed in the centre of the board, or the middle of the players, if no board
is in use), and pick up two cards from the top of the graveyard pile to replace
them.
c. One player takes the token and flips it. The other player calls which side they
believe will land facing up. If the calling-player is correct, they go first. If they
are incorrect, the opposing player goes first. Whoever wins this toss starts every
round first unless their leader card grants a special ability.
d. Players place their leader cards in the starting position (or directly in front of
them if no board is in use).
5. To begin a round:
a. Players take turns placing one card down, per turn unless special abilities grant
otherwise. Players may place any cards down that they like, as long as the card
goes in the appropriate row. A diagram of the game board is provided so that
people can playtest without using a board.
b. A player can yield (pass) their turn by flipping their leader card over. This means
they are no longer participating in the round, and they have no further turns until
a new round starts.
c. The player with the highest point score at the end of the round wins. The losing
player moves their leader card forward, thus exposing them to the enemy. If you

lose a second time, you must move your leader card forward again, fully
exposing them and leaving your army defeated.
APPENDIX 2: THE DIFFERENT CARDS THAT MAKE UP A TARTARUS BASE DECK
Card Type
Purpose/How to use it
What they look like Amount
Leader

The leader of your army.

1

Place in the leader slot.
Use the leader ability whenever
you like, but this counts as one turn.

Soldier

The basic number of cards. The
number value adds to your score.

20

Do not have special abilities unless
used with a Power-Up.
The number cards with the PowerUp symbol can have Power-Ups
applied to them.

Power-Up-Eligible

Power-up

Special ability cards with no
number values that work by being
placed on top of appropriate
soldier cards.

10

Special

Special ability cards with number
values. Play the card to enact its
ability.

5

Tartarus

Play all three Tartarus cards at the
same time to eliminate all the cards
from one enemy row.

[not in
base
deck –
rare
cards]

Have to be collected through
expansion packs, by chance.
APPENDIX 3: THE GAME NARRATIVE

In ancient times, the Gods went to war. The victory meant supreme power over the world, and
defeat meant spending eternity in Tartarus. The Titanomachy saw Zeus, son of Reya and God
of Thunder and Lightning, go to war with the Titans, led by Kronos, King of the Titanes and the
God of time, and child-swallower. Zeus prevailed over the mighty Titans and began his reign
over the skies. He declared his brother Poseidon lord of the seas, and brother Hades, Lord of
the Underworld and King of the Dead. But, like all brothers, they fought, with the help of their
human armies and fellow Gods, Demigods, immortals, and creatures. And so, the war continued.

In Tartarus, you will become one of the mighty Gods and deploy strategies and tactics, using
your allies and armies to defeat your powerful foe and win the war. Choose one of the following
alliances and build your deck to achieve optimum strength.

Zeus

Hades

God of Thunder and Lightning
Ruler of the skies

God of the Dead
Ruler of the underworld

In command of a menacing Athenian army
Many useful allies by his side

In command of an unforgiving army of Helots
Although his allies are few, they are almighty

Poseidon

Echidna

God of the seas
Ruler of the land and sea
In command of a sturdy Spartan army
When in need, he has many an ally to count on

Mother of all monsters
Daughter of Tartarus himself
In command of all creatures and monsters
Her allies may not be human, but they are
deadly

